This work suggests a way of measuring distance between two systems under a given bounded power excitation. The measure introduced can be used to bound from above and below the difference in closed loop behaviour of two plants for a specified reference or disturbance spectrum. Given an unknown 'real' plant and its identified model, an upper bound on the distance between the plant and its model as expressed by this measure can be obtained from measurable time domain data. The results are particularly relevant for measuring distance between single input systems.
Introduction
Consider two closed loops (PI, Cl, C2) and (P2, CI, C2), each with the same controller C = C1C2, the same controller configuration (C1 in the forward path, C2 in the feedback path) and (possibly) different plants PI, P2.
These two loops may represent the 'achieved' closed loop (i.e. with the real plant) and the 'designed' closed loop (i.e. with the model). For a given bounded power excitation (which could be a reference or a disturbance signal), the difference in the closed loop behaviour will be s m d if the two plants PI and P2 (or the 'real' plant and its model) are close in an appropriate sense. Identification techniques which minimise the difference in closed loop behaviour for a given controller are widely discussed in literature [I], [2] .
The purpose of this work is to introduce a measure of distance over the set of real rational transfer functions which characterises the difference in closed loop behaviour. Upper and lower bounds on this difference are established in terms of this new measure. For a plant and its candidate model, bounds on this measure are given in terms of measurable time domain data.
Preliminaries
Signals: l&,(Z+) denotes the space of bounded sequences of n-vectors indexed by nonnegative integers. Let ~, , ( r ) = limN+m + CL; ' u(t -T)UT(t). For w, w E S", note that w + w E S" provided the cross-correlation function R,"" (7) exists for all T and the cross power spectrum 4wu(w) exists for
Lastly, define a subset of Sn:
~' : = {~I w €~,~, , =~~~~~*~t h~ E SI} (2) As an example, a signal w = E: ] E ~2 is also in S2' provided ~,,,u2(w) = 0 V u and $,,l(w) = 4 l J l ( W ) v w .
Systems:
Rmxn represents the set of real rational transfer functions with m outputs and n inputs. We denote the normalised right (left) inverse graph symbol of a controller
The v-gap metric
The v-gap between two plants PO as [41 and PI is defined
where I(P0, P I ) := wno det (GTGo) = wno det (e&) and wno (9) denotes the winding number of g ( z ) evaluated on the standard Nyquist contour indented around any poles and zeros on the unit circle. For a real rational transfer matrix X such that X, X-' E R and X has no poles or zeros on the unit circle, the winding num- 
where a(.) denotes the minimum singular value and the closed loop transfer function H(Pi, C) is defined by
It is known that any controller stabilising a plant PO 
The upper bound in (6) is useful only if C stabilises both
The aim here is to characterise the difference in closed loop behaviour, in a fashion similar to (6), for signals belonging to the set Sn' as defined in (2). The next section defines a way of measuring distance between systems under a specific bounded power excitation. The transfer function from r to in figure 1 with P = P, can easily be shown to be
Po and
Define two constants dependent on controller configuration:
and ps = supTi(vC1)(ejw) It is worth recallfng that the results presented here are valid for T E S , and not for a more general set Sn.
This means theorem 1 is of practical interest in multiple input systems only when the excitation r has a spectrum given by a scalar power spectrum times identity matrix.
For single input plants, one may also deduce signalindependent properties from the above relatLon. From the definition (4) (P,,C) ) should yield a small difference in closed loop behaviour for excitation r. However, the upper bound above can not be evaluated from data due to the presence of an unknown term b(P0, C). 
Examples
Here we consider some examples to see how this new measure can be useful in comparing closed loop response of systems to persistent excitation. Consider a pair of plants
The u-gap error between PI and P2 is significantly large (= 0.64). This only means & (PI, Pz, r-) is large for some r E S1. Suppose, the spectrum of interest is a low frequency spectrum given by Then 6,(P1,<z,ro) = 0.0417 (This may be computed as 2-norm of G2G1 f ) . Thus, given a controller C which stabilises both PI and P2 with a 'good' stability margins, the difference in closed loop gains T(P1, C I , C Z ) -T(P2,Cl,C2) over this spectrum is guaranteed to be small. In this particular case, a simple integral con- Next, consider another pair of plants
The u-gap between P3 and P4 is 1. Suppose, P3 and P4 are to be compared-from the perspective of white noise rejection. Then IIG2G1112 = 0.055, which means any 'reasonable' controller will yield a similar closed loop white noise rejection for both PI and P2 (provided such a controller exists). The controller c1 = 1, q = -1 in this case yields b(P1, C ) = b(P2, C ) = 0.7071. 
